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ABSTRACT

My thesis discusses whether culture can be used to predict visual design preferences in
documentation and whether cultures with similar attributes demonstrate similar visual design
preferences. The visual design of a document is an important element in effective
communication to an audience. If the audience is outside the United States, it is important to
understand the attributes of that culture to create documents that are most effective for the
audience. Cultural theorist Geert Hofstede describes cultural attributes in terms of six cultural
dimensions: individualism versus collectivism, high versus low power distance, high versus low
uncertainty avoidance, masculinity versus femininity, long-term versus short-term orientation,
and indulgence versus restraint. This thesis explores whether we can identify visual design
preferences in high uncertainty avoidance cultures and high power distance cultures, such as
Spain and Latin American countries.
To explore this topic, a study was done on sample report documents from a single
company which operates in the United States, Latin America and Spain. Choosing only one
company to collect samples from provided a way of discounting different corporate cultures as
an influence on standards, tools and how documents are developed. As a framework for
comparison of the documents, Kostelnick’s visual design matrix was used to analyze the
documents for graphics, data displays, document unifiers, decoding devices, and cuing devices.
The results show that some elements of visual design can be predicted by cultural attribute, and
there is a correlation between different cultures and their preference for similar design elements.
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For U.S. technical communicators working on documents for Latin American and Spanish
audiences, documents need to be shorter in length with simple data displays and need to use
more cuing devices to be effective for audiences in these cultures. This study also shows that for
technical communicators designing documents for audiences in other cultures, studying the
audience and the specific attributes of that culture will provide direction on how to design an
effective technical document for that audience.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

The advancement of technology has changed the way we do global business, from the
ability to move cargo from China to the U.S. in hours to the ability to communicate
instantaneously with clients around the world. Companies need to be willing to interact with
clients and business partners around the world. The challenges of doing business on this scale
present geographic, technological, linguistic and cultural challenges. All of these challenges can
affect a technical communicator attempting to work in a multinational company.
As Emily Thrush notes in “Bridging the Gaps: Technical Communication in an
International and Multicultural Society,” business is changing with companies marketing
products to consumers in other countries (272). Making assumptions that the documents we
create in the United States are good enough for the rest of the world no longer works with the
increased amount of competition in the multinational marketplace. Effective communication of
information is absolutely necessary for businesses to compete in an increasingly competitive
marketplace. In “Global Issues, Local Concerns” Nancy Hoft points out that creating effective
international technical documents requires us as technical communicators to change our
assumptions and processes to work with global audiences (145).
Becoming better technical communicators starts with understanding the audience we are
trying to reach. Karen Schriver writes that audience analysis should take into account both the
technical communicator and the intended audience. Audience analysis includes assessing an
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audience’s different levels of knowledge, values, and beliefs about the subject matter. A
comparative analysis of documents puts document designers in a more knowledgeable position
to make decisions about the content and visual aesthetics most appropriate for a specific
audience (163).
In the case of an international audience, audience analysis means understanding the
audience’s culture. Understanding different cultures is not as simple basic audience analysis, but
requires understanding less obvious things about groups of people. It is not even easy to define
what culture is. Hoft calls it “the way we do things here” (145). In Beyond Culture, Edward Hall
writes that there are three things that anthropologists agree on about culture: culture is learned,
all elements of a culture are related to each other and affect each other, and culture defines
groups of people (18).
Geert Hofstede compares culture to how computers are programmed by calling culture
the “software of the mind.” At a young age, people are exposed to the environment and people
around them. They learn from those experiences how to react to the world. Hofstede points out
that this does not mean that an individual cannot react in unexpected way, but rather the
identification with a specific culture is a predictor of how an individual will react (5).
Understanding and using these predictors can help technical communicators to develop effective
rhetorical analyses of documents when charged with international documentation projects.
Understanding the basic predictors of how a member of a culture might react is not
enough for technical communicators to develop documentation for these audiences. Both those
in academia and practitioners are paying more attention to the needs of technical communicators
who are faced with producing international documentation, as can be seen from the increased
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number of academic journal articles and translation/localization companies. Some regions of the
world are receiving more attention from researchers than others. In his study of international
business communication and technical communication articles Peter Cardon notes that very little
research has been done on Latin America and Western Europe compared to Anglo and Asian
cultures (415). The lack of research in Latin America and Western Europe leaves technical
communicators with a limited amount of information specific to the field of technical
communication available to them to create effective documents for these audiences. This thesis
will examine Latin America and Spain as well as the United States in an effort to provide
practical information for use in the development of documents for international audiences.
This thesis will examine the use of visual design in Latin America, Spain and the United
States. In recent years, the visual design needs of different cultures have been addressed by
designing documents which cannot be associated with a specific culture or misinterpreted by a
culture. However, using universal graphics does not necessarily make a document as effective as
it can be for a particular audience. Patrick Hoftman asserts that localizing graphics is as
important as localizing the words in a document (91). What the audience prefers to see in a
document is most likely going to make the document the most appealing and rhetorically
effective document for that audience. The assertion that knowing the visual design preferences of
an audience will allow a technical communicator to make the document more useful requires a
detailed understanding of the culture to develop effective documents.
This thesis examines the relationship of visual design elements to culture by examining
documents from Spain, Latin America and the United States. Chapter Two provides a literature
review of previous research in visual design, intercultural communication theory, and
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international visual design. Chapter Two also present the research questions and hypotheses the
study this thesis is based on. Chapter Three reviews the methodology and process of how the
study was conducted. Chapter Four presents the findings of the study conducted. Chapter Five
discusses the findings presented in Chapter Four, implications of the study, limitations of the
study and areas of further research.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Many elements of document design can be used to localize or globalize a document. One
approach that technical communication professionals use to help reduce the amount of
localization and translation needed is to use universally recognizable visual design elements.
Hoft states that effective page design created for international audiences should do several
things, including allowing for easy and minimal localization and minimal translation (137).
Patrick Hofman notes in “Localising and Internationalising Graphics and Information” that
companies view using universal graphics as one way to reduce the amount of translation by
reducing the number of words on a page.
However, visual design has as much rhetorical importance as text in delivering a message
in a document. In “The Language of Visuals: Text + Graphics = Visual Rhetoric Tutorial,”
Nicole Amare and Alan Manning point out that whatever visual elements are used in a
document, they must align with the needs of the audience (68-69). Using visual elements that
are considered universal does not necessarily mean a document is as effective as it could be for a
specific audience. Sales and marketing professionals who are attempting to communicate
complex information also depend on the visual design of a document not just to avoid
miscommunication or distraction, but to help persuade the audience to conduct business with
them. Using visual design elements that are not just universally understandable but are appealing
to a specific culture can assist in delivering a message to an audience in that culture.
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To move from using universal visual design to using design which targets a specific
culture requires audience analysis and study of the visual design preferences of the target culture.
The rest of this literature review focuses on approaches to studying visual design, a cultural
framework for doing audience analysis, and the previous work done applying that framework to
visual design.

Kostelnick’s Language of Visual Design

In their book Visual Language: Strategies for Professional Communicators, Charles
Kostelnick and David Roberts address the various layers of document design. They describe a
matrix developed by Kostelnick that is repeatedly used by technical communicators for
analyzing the visual design elements in documentation. This matrix provides a framework for
analyzing the visual design of documents which is useful for researchers as well as practitioners.
It provides a systematic approach to cataloging and analyzing the visual elements in a document.
By having a systematic matrix to analyze documents all elements of importance can be
catalogued. Additionally, using a systematic matrix allows the researcher to see if there are
trends in the use of visual design elements.
Kostelnick’s visual design matrix consists of twelve cells, four cells down and three cells
across to the produce a grid. It starts at the smallest elements of design at the top left corner and
moves down to the largest overarching elements. Across the top are the three categories of
design elements. The three categories are textual, spatial and graphic. Textual refers to the look
of text on the page, but not the content. Spatial elements refer to the layout of elements on a page
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in relation to each other. Graphic elements encompass lines, data displays, pictures, colors
(Kostelnick and Roberts 87).
The four levels Kostelnick and Roberts describe are intra, inter, extra, and supra levels.
Intra level addresses the most basic elements of a document with textual formatting including
fonts, spacing between letters and punctuation marks (87-88). The Inter level of document design
assists readers at the comprehension level by addressing headings, paragraphs, and cues like
bullets (88-91). The extra level of document design addresses larger elements including texts
using in data displays, orientation of data, and data display conventions such as pie charts (9293). The supra level of Kostelnick’s matrix deals with the largest elements of a document’s
design including textual layout, page orientation as well as pictures and color (95-97). As
Kostelnick notes, the matrix is useful because it assumes documents contain unique levels of
each cell in the matrix (97). Table 1 has been adapted from Kostelnick’s matrix (Kostelnick and
Roberts 86; Kostelnick “Visual Language” 33).
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Table 1 Kostelnick's Matrix of Visual Design

Intra

Textual
(Alphanumeric/
Symbols)
1
Micro-level textual form:
style, size, weight, and
posture of letters,
numbers, and symbols

Inter

4
Serial and segmenting
devices: headings, letters,
numbers, or letters that
signal items in a list

Extra

7
Decoding devices:
Legends, captions, labels,
numerical description of
data

Supra

10
Macro-level serial and
segmenting devices:
Page header and footers
Navigation bars
Major section or chapter
headings or numbers
Tab labels—internal and
external to the page
Titles on the cover
Initial letters signaling the
start of an article or major
text segment

Spatial

Graphic

2
Local spacing: spacing
between characters,
spacing between words,
vertical spacing
between lines
5
Vertical/ horizontal
arrangement of text:
line endings, leading,
indentations; text
arranged into lists,
tables, organizational
charts
8
Configuration of
schematic and pictorial
sign systems
Data display: size of
plot frame; space
between bars, lined
Pictures: size, viewing
angles, perspective
11
Cohesion of entire
documentation over
several planes:
Page breaks, size,
orientation of pages,
section dividers,
embossing, placement
of data displays

3
Marks: punctuation
marks, symbols ($),
underscoring, and other
treatments to text
6
Cueing devices:
Bullets, icons, line work
and arrows on tables,
charts, diagrams

9
Schematics:
line weights or shading
on data displays
details on pictures—
line drawings vs.
photographs
use of color for pictures
or data displays
12
Coding marks unifying
pages or sections of
text:
Color or texture of
paper, page borders,
pictures or icons placed
behind the text or
spread over the whole
document for cohesion,
lines in page headers or
footers

Kostelnick’s visual design matrix is referenced in technical communication literature
reviews and as a tool to teach about visual design. Kostelnick’s visual design matrix is useful in
providing a common language to discuss visual design elements in technical communication
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research. It is commonly referenced, but seldom applied directly as a framework for analyzing
documents in research settings. For instance, in “The Rhetoric of Typography: Effects on
Reading Time, Reading Comprehension, and Perception of Ethos” Eva Brumberger references
the matrix as a framework for analyzing text as a visual design element in a document (15). As
an educational tool, Kostelnick’s matrix has been used in classroom settings. In spring 2006 a
Rutgers University course entitled “Information Design” used the matrix repeatedly through the
course as part of assignments to analyze documents (Information Design). Russell Carpenter’s
thesis “Designing for a Japanese High-Context Culture: Culture’s Influence on the Technical
Writer’s Visual Rhetoric” is one of the few examples of Kostelnick’s matrix used as a tool in
document analysis for a research study. The topic of Carpenter’s research involved comparing
Japanese and American automobile industry documents for trends in visual design by identifying
extra and supra level elements as described in Kostelnick’s matrix. The application of
Kostelnick’s matrix in Carpenter’s study inspired the usage of the matrix in this thesis.
The application of Kostelnick’s visual design matrix to international technical
communication, as done in Carpenter’s study, is an important step towards understanding if there
are significant differences between visual design preferences in different cultures. This question
is becoming more important as research continues in international technical communication. In
“Cultural Adaptation and Information Design: Two Contrasting Views,” Kostelnick connects the
concepts of visual design and international communication. He proposes that there are two
different approaches to looking at documents, one from the global view and the other the cultural
view. The global view proposes that visual perception is universal and everyone has an equal
perception of objects. The cultural model, which Kostelnick believed was gaining popularity
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when the article was published, proposes that visual perception is affected by the culture the
person is from and the unique experiences of that person (Kostelnick, 1995, 183).
As noted previously, there are two approaches to developing documents for international
audiences: globalizing (also called the universal approach) or localizing documents. Researchers,
such as Charles Kostelnick, have noted that there has been a shift from globalization of visual
elements in documents to localization visual elements in documents (Kostelnick, Cultural
Adaptations, 183). This movement toward a cultural focus has placed and increased importance
on cultural studies for technical communicators. Thrush points out that we base what we put into
documents on what we think the audience already knows, which is difficult in intercultural
situations (274). Without an in-depth audience analysis of the specific culture included in the
study the visual design analysis will not have the same significance.

Geert Hofstede’s Dimensions of Culture
Geert Hofstede, a cultural researcher, produced one of the most significant studies of
culture to the field of technical communication in the past forty years. The four original
dimensions of culture were written about in the early 1980s in his articles “National Culture in
Four Dimensions” and “The Culture Relativity of Organizational Practices and Theories” and
were based on a survey conducted in the 1970s with IBM employees. The four original
dimensions are individualism versus collectivism, high versus low power distance, high versus
low uncertainty avoidance and masculinity versus femininity (“Cultural Relativity” 78). The
original findings were later reexamined with input from colleagues in Asian countries which
identified Western cultural bias. The long-term versus short-term orientation was added as the
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fifth dimension (Hofstede, Cultures and Organizations 239). The sixth and final dimension,
which was added after examining data from the World Values Survey, is indulgence versus
restraint (281). The last two dimensions do not include all countries that were included in the
original IBM study because the data is based on subsequent surveys done using different sample
sets. Since the initial surveys in the 1970s, the analysis has been reproduced six times (1990,
1995, 1998, 2001, 2002, 2002) with similar results for the first five dimensions of culture from
Hofstede’s model. Hofstede asserts that the countries might have changed since the original
analysis in the 1970s to the latest surveys but that all the countries are moving relative to each
other and that is why countries have not moved in the index (34).
Each dimension of culture can provide an insight into how members of the culture might
respond under different circumstances, allowing a technical communicator to design aspects of a
document to account for the predicted reaction. The different circumstances technical
communicators are attempting to design a document for are tied to the rhetorical situation.
Kostelnick and Roberts describe a rhetorical situation as consisting of three basic elements:
audience, purpose and context. The audience is who are going to use the document, the purpose
is what the document is attempting to do, and context is what circumstances the document will
be used in (5). The cultural dimensions will give insight as to how the audience might respond to
the purpose of the document and the context in which they are using it.
The purpose of a technical document is usually to inform and often to persuade. In the
case of formal reports, which this thesis studies, the primary purpose of these documents are to
inform. However, as Dan Jones and Karen Lane point out all technical documents contain a level
of persuasiveness in them (43). Reports contain information which the author intends for the
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audience to accept as true. If there are reasons that the audience might not accept the information
as true they will stop reading the report. Information which may not be accepted can be a claim
which is not supported. In visual design an audience may stop reading a report due to the lack of
ethos and credibility with poor formatting.
Understanding international audience preferences for visual design can help a technical
communicator create visually persuasive documents. Hofstede’s cultural dimensions are helpful
in understanding the values of different cultures that might influence their visual design
preferences.
The two dimensions that this thesis examines are the dimensions of power distance and
uncertainty avoidance. These dimensions were chosen specifically because of their potential
benefit to understanding what design elements in reports might establish ethos or credibility with
an audience. The power distance dimension provides insight to the cultural response to
information presented from those perceived as superiors or subordinates. The uncertainty
avoidance dimension can provide insight into how to design for an audience which is skeptical of
unfamiliar sources of information.
Looking only at the dimensions of uncertainty avoidance and power distance also allows
the study to focus on a small set of countries which have significant differences in their scores on
the two dimensions. The cultures selected for this study demonstrate a difference in both their
scores for uncertainty avoidance and power distance dimensions were the United States, Spain,
Panama, Venezuela, Mexico, Brazil, Peru and Chile. The difference of dimensions scores
coupled with the developing business development between the US, Latin America and Spain
make this choice beneficial to businesses needing to create reports targeting those markets.
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Additionally, little research has been done on Spain and Latin American visual design
preferences, demonstrating a need for further research in this area of technical communication
research. In “Designing Business Communication Along the Shifting Cultural Continuum, the
New Face of Mexico” Elizabeth Tebeaux notes that visual design is taught less often in Mexico
than the United States. The lack of visual design education in Mexico might also be true for other
countries in Latin America, which might account for the lack of research done on visual design
in this area of the world. Spain has received even less attention from technical communication
researchers. This is likely to be related to the lack of manufacturing in Spain, which primarily
imports electronic products. Further research needs to be done on visual design in these cultures.
Understanding the cultural dimensions of power distance and uncertainty avoidance independent
of the context of visual design research is important.
Power Distance
The dimension of power distance refers to the way a society handles inequality.
According to Hofstede, all cultures deal with inequalities of power, respect and wealth. Power
distance is how the society perceives and prefers such inequalities that power distance measures
(54). In actuality, power distance is how the less powerful people in a culture accept inequality
and expect to be treated in an organization.
In the original survey with IBM employees in the 1970s, Hofstede questioned employees
in more than 30 countries to collect information on their perceptions and expectations of the
world they lived in. Through analysis of the questions and statistical results, Hofstede identified
three areas of the questionnaire that point to the cultural dimension of power distance.
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1.

Frequency of employees being afraid to express disagreement with their
managers

2.

Subordinates’ perception of the boss’s actual decision-making style
(ranging from options such as aristocratic or paternal)

3.

Subordinates’ preference for their boss’s decision-making style

These areas led to the index of countries on the power distance index. Low power
distance countries have, as Hofstede describes, interdependence among boss and subordinate
with little emotional distance between them. High power distance countries are those where
subordinates are dependent on their bosses. In some high power distance societies, subordinates
would prefer bosses’ decision making style to be more collaborative while other societies
appreciate the distance between boss and subordinate.
The countries examined in this thesis are graphed in Figure 1 by their power distance
index score.
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Figure 1 - Power Distance of US, Spain and Select Latin American Countries
The United States, as shown in Figure 1, has a lower power distance index at 40. This is
lower than the selected Latin American countries and Spain which range from 57 to 95. At the
high end of power distance dimension score is Panama, which is ranked 3-4 out of the 76
rankings, has the highest power distance index in this study. The next closest countries are
Venezuela and Mexico. Spain is the lowest of the Spanish/Latin cultures with a score of 57.
According to Hofstede, some of the general considerations of dealing with people from a
lower power distance culture, like the United States, include minimizing inequalities between
people. He also points out that lower power distance index can mean taking into account the
ability for interdependence between more and less powerful people. In countries with high power
distances, inequalities among people are expected and desired, status should be balanced with
restraint, less powerful people are dependent on more powerful people, and the emotional
distance between people in power and those not in power is accepted (72).
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Uncertainty Avoidance
The dimension of uncertainty avoidance gauges how much a society feels threatened by
unknown or vague circumstances (191). Uncertainty is a very subjective feeling and is dependent
on the person’s knowledge and experiences. As Hofstede notes a lion tamer might feel
completely comfortable with lions surrounding him, something anyone else might fear. Yet,
many travel highways at high speeds which is statistically more dangerous than the lion tamer’s
environment (189). As with the other dimensions of culture, uncertainty avoidance is a value
learned from other members of a culture. It is the culture on a whole imparting the value of
avoiding unknown outcomes which defines uncertainty avoidance as cultural dimension.
As with the power distance dimension, Hofstede developed the index of uncertainty
avoidance based on a correlation seen in the original IBM survey responses to the following
three questions:
1. How often do you feel tense at work?
2. Do you agree with the statement: company rules should not be broken—even when
the employee thinks it is in the company’s best interest?
3. How long do you think you will continue to work for IBM?
Individuals who are stressed at work want their coworkers to follow the company rules, likely by
other people, and a long-term career (191). They wanted things to be predictable and know what
is going to happen resulting in a strong uncertainty avoidance. Thus, weak uncertainty avoidance
cultures are those that accept the unknown or ambiguous situations more easily.
Countries examined in this thesis are graphed according to their uncertainty avoidance
index in Figure 2.
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Uncertainty Avoidance
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Figure 2 - US, Spain, and select Latin American countries Uncertainty Avoidance Index

As shown in Figure 2 the United States has a lower uncertainty avoidance index at 46 than the
selected Latin American countries and Spain which range from 76 to 87. The United States score
of 46 ranks it 64 out of 76 with countries such as the United Kingdom, Ireland, Singapore, and
Jamacia all having lower scores that the United States. Peru’s score of 87 makes it the highest
scoring culture in this study for uncertainty avoidance.
Hofstede suggests that lower uncertainty avoidance cultures, such as the United States,
the feeling of uncertainty about outcomes is accepted as part of the day-to-day lifestyle, stress
and anxiety are lower, aggression and emotions should not be shown, and agreeableness scores
are higher. Low uncertainty avoidance cultures are even noted as being more comfortable with
taking risks without knowing the outcomes. For cultures like Peru with high uncertainty
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avoidance the feeling of uncertainty is considered a threat. These high uncertainty avoidance
countries also experience more stress and anxiety, show more aggression and emotions, score
higher on neuroticism, and are more willing to take risks where they know possible outcomes
rather than taking risks they don’t know all the possible outcomes (203).
Hofstede has applied his cultural theories primarily to organizational and business
structures. However, his work falls short in applying the cultural theories to visual design
preferences, which is important to technical communicators. Technical communication
researchers have applied Hofstede and other cultural theories to technical documentation and
visual design.

Hofstede and Visual Design

Only a handful of studies have been done in the past ten years directly connecting
Hofstede’s cultural theories to document design research, all of which examined website design.
Much of the information on specific dimensions is inconclusive and sometimes it is
contradictory or uses only a very small sample of websites to produce findings. Table 2 provides
an overview of findings from the different studies comparing high and low power distance while
Table 3 summarizes the finding of weak and strong uncertainty avoidance cultures.
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Table 2 Power Distance and Visual Design Study Findings
Authors
Marcus and
Gould
(2000)

Cook and
Finlayson
(2005)

High Power Distance
Design Features
Strong axial symmetry
Official seals
Photos of administration and leaders
Top level menu placement to see
explanation of official seal
Structured access to information
Prominence given to expertise
Important on security barriers

Callahan (2006) Use of symmetry, logos,
authoritative people (faculty),
buildings,
Kang and
Complex design layouts
Mastin
Narratives from leadership
(2008)
Banner ads
Gevorgyan and Prioritize design features such as
Porter
ownership information and photos
(2008)
Vision statement, quality assurance
Linear and straight forward design
Ease of finding information
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Low Power Distance
Design Features
Pictures of students
Asymmetric layout
Photos of both genders

Less structured information
Shallow hierarchies in mental
models
Prominence on
citizens/customers
Less barriers to information
More freedom to explore site
Use of asymmetry, use images of
students, more images of
students than buildings
Provided specialty menu options
Advanced search engines
Family oriented menus
No analysis provided

Table 3 Uncertainty Avoidance and Visual Design Study Findings
Authors
Marcus and
Gould
(2000)

Cook and
Finlayson
(2005)

High Uncertainty Avoidance
Design Features
Simplicity, clear metaphors
Limited choices
Restricted data
Forecast before decision made
Simple navigation

Low Uncertainty Avoidance
Design Features

Simplicity
Limited choices
Strong mapping & predictability
Redundant cues

Complexity
Maximal choices
Maximal content
Less predictable navigation
Lots of navigation links

Callahan (2006) Prefer drawings over pictures, more
images of buildings
Kang and
Creative design
Mastin
(2008)
Xu (2010)

Preferred simple design

Security features in websites

In 2000, Aaron Marcus and Emilie West Gould wrote the article “Crosscurrents: Cultural
dimensions and global web user-interface design” reviewing individual web sites and correlating
elements on the site to Hofstede’s dimensions. The analysis was done by selecting sites they felt
demonstrated these features best, regardless of country or industry studied. They based their
analysis on Hofstede’s cultural model and argued that high power distance cultures would have
highly structured access to information, emphasis on social and moral order, a pronounced focus
on authority, and more division of access to information or sections based on social roles. Based
on their analysis of websites, they concluded that high power distance cultures frequently use
specific elements such as axial symmetry, official seals, photos of people in power and images of
buildings more often than low power distance cultures would use these elements (36).
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Conversely, based on the web sample from the Netherlands, which is a low power distance
culture, low power distance cultures would use more images focused on students, more
asymmetric layouts, and images of both genders (37). They predicted that high uncertainty
avoidance cultures would favor simplicity, provide clear results before users take an action on a
website, use very clear navigation, provide help systems that focus on preventing user error and
use repetitive colors or typography. Low uncertainty avoidance cultures would attempt to
maximize content and choices in sites. Low uncertainty avoidance cultures would provide more
paths to information and more complex site structure. Sites created in these cultures would also
focus less on user tasks and preventing user errors while more emphasis on explanation of
concepts. The choice of color and typography made to maximize information communication
would be used frequently by low uncertainty avoidance cultures (41). This study done early in
the field of Internet communication research and is also set up rather anecdotally. However, it
provides a strong introduction into the elements likely to be associated with the different
dimensions of culture.
In 2005 Jack Cook and Mike Finlayson conducted a study which looked at government
websites in Indonesia and Ireland and analyzed elements of the sites in relation to each of the
five dimensions of culture (19). The results of the analysis of the two websites were very similar
to the suggestions provided by Marcus and Gould. High power distance cultures are anticipated
to have highly structured sites, more images, a focus on authority figures, complex information
structures, and barriers to accessing information based on social position. The high uncertainty
avoidance website showed simplicity and limited choices in navigation. The site also had a
strong predictability in where navigation would lead by providing repetitive and redundant cues
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for the user. The authors also looked at the different ways to approach creating sites for different
cultures. The first approach the authors suggest is creating cultural neutral sites by carefully
choosing every element of the website to be sure not to offend any culture. As the authors point
out “if such a feat were even possible, the resulting site would be so devoid of appeal, it likely
would have no audience to offend” (Cook and Finalyson 20). The other option suggested is
completely localizing sites for every culture. Localization of every site gives the most flexibility
to work on appealing to a single culture without dismissing another, but logistically this action is
more complicated. The authors suggest finding a balance and creating some elements which are
statistic and those that are customized from region to region (20-21).
Ewa Callahan conducted a broader and more systematic examination of websites and
their correlation to Hofstede’s cultural model in 2006. Callahan’s study examined all five
dimensions of Hofstede’s model by choosing native language university websites at random for
each cultural dimension. The sites were selected from universities which were located in a
country at either the high end or the low end of Hofstede’s dimensions to represent the
contrasting spectrum of the dimensions. The sites were then analyzed using content analysis
methods for visual design elements by identifying eleven categories to test the websites against
fourteen hypothesizes of design preferences. The findings showed that all but the hypothesizes
on uncertainty avoidance were somewhat supported, but that there was not a strong statistical
correlation. Cullahan proposed and found some evidence to support that higher power distance
cultures would use more symmetry, logos, images of people in authority and images of
buildings. The study did not support Callahan’s hypotheses on uncertainty avoidance design
preferences but it did show that countries with high uncertainty avoidance scores had fewer
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images of students (rather than faculty or administration) and more pictures depicting buildings.
The conclusion that Callahan drew from the study is that design elements are a reflection of a
culture but should not be a predictor of the culture (267).
Doo Syen Kang and Teresa Mastin conducted a study of tourism public relations sites
from forty-four countries and looked at them for elements including content, design,
interactivity, technology, and creative strategy in relation to Hofstede’s cultural dimensions. The
authors noted that high power distance countries used banner advertisements, complex layouts,
news-casting style/layout, and question and answer sections. Low power distance countries were
noted to provide advanced search engines to search within the site (55). High uncertainty
avoidance countries were found to make more creative designs while low uncertainty avoidance
index countries preferred simple designs (56). No additional information was provided to explain
what elements of websites helped to draw this conclusion. Additionally, the information on
uncertainty avoidance is contradictory to Cook and Finneylsen’s conclusion that low uncertainty
avoidance cultures would prefer more complex designs to maximize content.
A study by Gennadi Gevorgyan and Lance Porter conducted with Chinese and U.S.
students and their perceived importance of different website features also used Hofstede’s
cultural dimensions as a framework for their analysis. Less focused on reporting specific design
elements, the study provides only a little insight into specific design features tested. The study
was conducted by a survey of American and Chinese university students living in the United
States on their design preferences. The study exclusively focused on power distance and
uncertainty avoidance dimensions to determine if culture would affect people’s web design
preferences (28). They hypothesized that Chinese students would prioritize power distance
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oriented design features more than American students, and the American participants would
prioritize uncertainty avoidance oriented features more than Chinese students (30). Only the first
hypothesis was proven correct. The study did not describe specific elements of websites that they
tested in the survey with students but only made some general comments on what would be
effective elements for high power distance cultures. The authors suggest high power distance
cultures would prefer website ownership information to be displayed, vision statements, linear
and straightforward designs with top-down structures (34-35). The study does not provide any
suggestions for design preferences for low power distance cultures.
Qiongyan Xu, a graduate student at Ohio University, conducted research for her thesis
Chinese- and English-Language Homepages of Fortune Global 500 Companies: A Cross
Cultural Content Analysis on Chinese and English language websites in 2010. The study was
focused on specific features on websites in Fortune 500 company sites to determine which of
those features can be linked to the collectivism-individualism and uncertainty avoidance
dimensions of Hofstede’s cultural model. The elements selected for study for uncertainty
avoidance included customer service, security, guided navigation, local stores, free trials or
downloads, and toll free numbers. However, the research did not support the author’s hypothesis
that Chinese websites would demonstrate these elements more frequently than American
websites (30). According to the data on uncertainty avoidance design elements in the study, the
only design element that occurred more frequently in the Chinese websites than the US websites
was toll free numbers with 23 occurrences in Chinese sites compared to 9 in US sites. The US
websites actually contained more security features with 86 occurrences compared to the 63
occurrences in Chinese websites. Customer service, security, guided navigation, cultural
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traditional design themes, location of local stores and free trials or downloads occurred equally
in both Chinese and US websites. This lack of significant differences in design features between
a high and low uncertainty avoidance culture contradicts the work done by researchers prior to
this study. It is also draws into question whether these specific elements actually are indicators of
cultural preference or are just necessary for effective communication regardless of culture.

Previous Research Limitations
The previous research conducted using applying Hofstede’s model of cultural dimensions
to visual design of documents has many limitations. While the use of the Internet has increased
over the past twenty years, which has helped to further the development of international
technical communication, the research cited exclusively uses websites as samples. The nature of
website interactivity and structure differs greatly from documents intended for print. In
Technical Communication, Jones and Lane write, “reading documents online, whether they are
online articles, illustrations, help files, Web pages, or advertisements, requires more effort than
reading the same material on paper. This difference occurs because the physical characteristics of
screens differ greatly from a piece of paper” (272). As a result, many of the conventions of
websites differ from those in print documents. Web conventions include some of the same
elements, such as headers, but many are different, such as the use of navigation, underlining
links (Jones and Lane 238-239). With virtually no studies conducted using print media in relation
to Hofstede’s cultural dimensions, there is an opportunity to develop a deeper understanding of
cultural preferences in visual design.
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Additionally, some of the previous research relies on anecdotal sampling of websites to
suggest trends in cultures. While random selection of websites is appropriate in some studies, the
purpose of a document, its intended audience and who developed the site all have an impact on
the design and delivery of a document. Some of the studies focused exclusively on websites from
universities or Fortune 500 companies which allow reasonable assumptions to be made about the
audience and development of the site. Using universities or Fortune 500 companies does not take
into account the different organizational cultures that might be different from company to
company or university to university. The differences in organizational culture were addressed by
Hofstede by selecting only one company to collect information from. Using only one company in
the research allowed Hofstede to discount company culture and consider only the differences
between countries (Hofstede 56).
Contradictions and inconclusive results from previous research also leaves an area that
needs to be further explored. Proposed design elements that might be associated with high
uncertainty avoidance and high power distance cultures have not been conclusively linked
together. For instance, Xu’s study analyzed sites for seven website design elements and found
that only two of the design elements occurred more frequently in one country over another. It is
possible that the specific elements were too common for Fortune 500 companies and they would
occur in websites regardless of culture. Another contradiction in the findings of the previous
research has to do with the suggestion that there would be a cultural preference for simplistic
website design. Marcus and Gould suggested that high uncertainty avoidance cultures would
prefer simplistic design over a more complex visual design. Kang and Mastin later suggested that
low uncertainty avoidance cultures would prefer simplistic designs while high uncertainty
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avoidance cultures would appreciate more creative designs. Contradictions such as these suggest
that it is necessary to produce more studies and gather more consistent data before drawing any
conclusions.
Many of the studies had used either a limited number of documents or countries for their
sample. Marcus and Gould’s study as well as Cook and Finlayson’s study both used one country
per cultural dimension and one sample document per county, resulting in a total of four
documents analyzed. Cullen’s study used two countries per cultural dimension and two sample
documents per county resulting in six documents analyzed. By studying only countries at the
highest and lowest end of the uncertainty avoidance on Hofstede’s index, for instance, the
researcher is able to see larger contrasts in the documents. However, limiting the analysis to the
highest and lowest culture on a specific cultural dimension leaves open whether the information
is only true for those specific countries or if it can be applied for all the cultures which exhibit
the same cultural dimension. Other studies also looked at many countries but with one sample
per country, such as the study done by Kang and Mastin. Using a single document as a sample
for a country is questionable since it is probably too small of a sample size to show trends.
Finally, none of the studies exclusively targeted Latin America countries or Spain.
Almost no research has been done on these countries. Since many of the studies chose countries
based on their placement as the highest or lowest index position on Hofstede’s cultural
dimensions, the Latin American countries and Spain did not qualify. Guatemala was dismissed
from one previous study for not having enough universities with websites. Latin America and
Spain have received very little research attention also due to their lack of manufacturing.
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Without local manufacturing producing products that need documentation, the technical
communication field has remained very small.

Research Questions and Hypotheses
With the limitations of small document sample sizes, small country samples,
contradictory results and lack of focus on Latin America or Spain the following research
questions were developed for this thesis:
Can aspects of a culture, such as Hofstede’s dimensions of uncertainty avoidance and
power distance, be used to predict visual design preferences in documentation?

Will cultures with similar attributes, such as Latin America and Spain, demonstrate
similar visual design preferences?

While previous research has had limitations, I based the following hypotheses on the
previous done research applying Hosftede’s cultural dimensions to visual design and
Kostelnick’s matrix of document analysis.
H1: Cultures with higher power distances will include a greater number of graphics and
data displays at the inter and extra levels as described by Kostelnick (cells 6 and 9).
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H2: Cultures with high power distances will create documents which contain less text on
a page or will be shorter in length reflecting the supra level. (Indicators of this might be
larger font size, Kostelnick cell 1, or spacing between lines, Kostelnick cell 2).

H3: Cultures with high uncertainty avoidance will create documents which include more
logos and graphics at the supra level as described by Kostelnick (cell 12).

H4: Cultures with high uncertainty avoidance will use an increased level of
alphanumeric/symbols at the extra level in documents to aid in decoding and headings
(cells 7 and 10) to aid navigation through a document.

H5: Cultures with similar cultural attributes will demonstrate similar visual design
preferences.

These five hypotheses provided a context to develop a study of documentation which
used Kostelnick’s visual design matrix to examine specific elements which can be linked to
dimensions of Hofstede’s cultural theory.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY

To explore effectively the questions of whether there are specific visual design
preferences of different cultures and whether similar cultures will have similar design
preferences, documents from the United States, Spain and Latin America were collected and
analyzed. These areas of the world were chosen because they represent the dimensions of
uncertainty avoidance and power distance. Uncertainty avoidance and power distance are two
cultural attributes which are likely to predict audience responses to informational technical
documents, such as reports. The United States is at the low end of the scores for both uncertainty
avoidance and power distance. Spain and the Latin American countries are at the higher end.
These cultures were chosen because of the need for further research on Latin American
and Spanish visual design preferences. Much of the focus of visual design research has been
focused on other areas of the world, most notably on Asian cultures. While Asia been
experiencing an unprecedented economic growth over the past several years and manufacturing
has relocated from the United States to Asia, Latin America has demonstrated similar growth
patterns on a smaller scale. With the growing economies in Latin America and increased trade
between Spain through the United States, understanding the visual design preferences of all these
areas of the world is beneficial to technical communicators.
Kostelnick and Robert’s matrix of visual design was used to collect information from
sample documents. This matrix was chosen because its structure examines the largest to smallest
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visual elements across three categories of design elements. This matrix provided a framework to
organize the information and presented in a concise way for comparative analysis.
The remainder of this chapter reviews the process by which this study was conducted.
The first half of this chapter reviews the document collection process. The second half of this
chapter reviews how the documents were processed and analyzed for their visual design content.

Documents Collected
To conduct the study, sample reports were collected from a single company which
operates offices in Latin America, Spain and the United States. Choosing only one company to
collect samples from provided a way of discounting different corporate cultures as an influence
in standards, tools and how documents are developed. Hofstede’s cultural study used survey
information from only one company, IBM, which he notes allowed the researcher to discount
company culture and consider only the differences between countries (Hofstede 1983, 56).
The company chosen was CB Richard Ellis (CBRE), which was founded in 1906 by
Colbert Coldwell as Tucker, Lynch & Coldwell in San Francisco after the 1906 earthquake.
Benjamin Arthur Banker joined the company in 1914 as a partner. The company officially
changed its name to Coldwell Banker in 1936. Through several acquisitions, Coldwell Banker
expanded across the United States. In 1989 employees and others invested in the company to
buyout the commercial real estate side of the business. The commercial real estate side of the
company exclusively focused on leasing and the sale of office, industrial, retail and multifamily.
Commercial real estate remains the core product type the company focuses on still. The
independent company renamed itself as CB Commercial in 1991. Additional company
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acquisitions through the 1990s expanded the services and the company worldwide, the most
notable merger of CB Commercial with Richard Ellis, a London-based company. This merger of
two of the most prominent companies in the commercial real estate industry led to the rebranding
of the company to CB Richard Ellis (CBRE). In 2005 it was the first commercial real estate
company named to the Fortune 500. CB Richard Ellis is now the largest commercial estate
company in the world in terms of revenue with approximately 31,000 corporate employees and
operates more than 300 offices worldwide. The company operates 166 offices in the United
States, 14 offices in Latin America and 7 offices in Spain. The selection of CBRE as the subject
company was based on the company’s ability to provide the sample documents from Latin
America, Spain and the United States.
The request for sample documents was made on November 29, 2010 to the CBRE
Research department. This department is responsible for collecting real estate data on the office,
industrial, and retail markets. The CBRE research department then analyzes the information and
produce reports about the commercial real estate markets for sales professionals, clients and the
media. The research department was chosen because of the centralized corporate structure
making the request for samples easier. The marketing department, which produces fliers,
brochures, proposals and other types of property sales support materials, is run by the local office
and does not have a centralized leadership structure that would make requesting information
easy. Another reason the CBRE research department was selected was that it was believed that
the sample documents were consistently produced and widely available. The documents
requested were anticipated to have similar subject, all discussing trends and markets in
commercial real estate. The conventional commercial real estate market report contains both text
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and visual information, such as data displays and tables. Additionally, market reports are
generally published on a standard quarterly schedule making the reports regularly available.
Some markets only publish once or twice a year, but the majority of the cities with research
departments produce at least one report on a quarterly schedule.
The request for sample documents went to 15 cities. Five cities in the U.S., three cities in
Spain, and seven cities in Latin America were queried to see if they were willing and able to
participate in the study. Two cities never responded to the request for information and were
dismissed from the study. When the request for sample documents was made to the managers in
the research department they provided additional samples for other cities within the same
country or provided regional reports. Based on the number of reports submitted by the three
other U.S. cities, it was determined that there were enough U.S. documents available for analysis
so Nashville, Tennessee was dropped from the study. This decision was made based on the
number of sample documents made by other cities for their country. Many of the countries did
not have the ability to submit as many reports as the U.S. cities did. The smaller availability of
sample documents from Spain and Latin America is possibly because their research departments
are smaller, have less training, or they lack the resources to produce the reports. Table 4 includes
a list of the individual cities that contributed and were included in the study.
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Table 4 Cities Contributing to the Study
United States

Spain

Latin America

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Seattle, Washington
San Diego, California

Madrid
Barcelona

Lima, Peru
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Santiago, Chile
Panama City, Panama
Caracas, Venezuela
Guadalajara, Mexico
Mexico City, Mexico

The request to CB Richard Ellis outlined three types of sample documents needed and
requested basic biographical information on the authors for the study. The three types of reports
requested were a standard quarterly market report, a custom report, and marketing piece. The
biographical information included just the title of the person or persons who created the
document and what country they were from. If any of the documents had been developed by a
non-native author, they would have been dismissed from the study. Asking for basic biographical
information on the document creators ensured that all of the documents had the potential to
reflect the culture they were representing. None of the documents were developed by non-native
authors.
Standard market reports are produced by the local markets on a quarterly basis. The
overall visual design of the report is dictated by a template, which is used worldwide. The
template sets the majority of the corporate branding with headers, side bars and basic graph
styles. The content of the reports can be customized in each market, but the generally the length
of the report and many of the features of the report are included in the template. Reports must be
published on the corporate template, but the local report writers are able to customize the
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contents within corporate guidelines. The reports have to be approved by regional managers
before being published. The corporate template is four pages; the subject of the report is the
status of the local real estate market. The report customarily has sections covering trends,
economic indicators, pricing, and occupancy levels. Usually these sections are accompanied by
data displays and tables. Some of the information and content can be customized to local market
preference, but the intention of the report is that it can be used in any part of the world in a
presentation and look consistent with the CB Richard Ellis brand. The audience for the standard
report includes the media, building owners, the local government, real estate developers, city
planners, banks, and businesses which occupy space in the buildings. The primary purpose of the
standard report is to inform the audience of the current status of the commercial real estate
market. The report is meant to provide only an overview of the current market situation as
opposed to providing more detail on individual building statistics or forecasting the future of the
market. Additionally, the purpose of the report is to promote CB Richard Ellis as a
knowledgeable source in the commercial real estate market. In turn, placing CBRE as a
knowledgeable source on the commercial real estate market is anticipated to generate business
for the sales professionals working to sell, lease or finance buildings.
Custom reports are often based on a corporate template similar to the standard reports.
However, the custom report templates allow for greater flexibility in their layout and content.
The audience of the custom report depends on the topic of the report and is similar to the
standard report audience. However, custom reports usually target only one or two of the
following: building owners, the local government, real estate developers, city planners, banks,
and businesses which occupy space in the buildings. The secondary audience is almost always
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the media. The purpose of the custom report is to inform the audience of special trends or topics
in the commercial real estate market and to demonstrate CBRE as a knowledgeable source on the
commercial real estate market. As with the standard reports, custom reports should result in more
business for CBRE sales professionals. As opposed to the standard report, the topics of the
custom reports have a wider variety. Special topics in real estate can be a niche market, like
medical office buildings, or a trend in the market, like the increase of sublease space. The topics
of the reports are dictated by the local management and sales professionals. The custom reports
are not required by the corporate CBRE research department, so the production of these reports
can be sporadic and inconsistent. Markets which do not have the time, money and support to
produce these reports did not have any reports to supply for this study. The only market that did
not have a custom report to supply was Venezuela, which had only one standard report to
provide as well. Even though there would not a great supply of custom reports available, it was
important to include them in the study because of their ability to be customized by the local
markets more than the standard reports. Since the standard reports have more corporate
conventions to them, the opportunity to look at reports that do not have as many corporate
conventions would allow the researcher to see a greater variety of visual design preferences in
reports.
The request to the CBRE research department was also made to include a marketing
piece. The marketing department is responsible for creating these documents and the genre of
document can range from brochures to proposals. The request specifically cited proposals for
new business of offering memorandums. The primary audience for the proposal for new business
would typically be a business or building owner. Depending on who requested the report, the
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audience would also be a bank or real estate developer. The primary audience for an offering
memorandum is a potential buyer of commercial real estate. The primary purpose of the proposal
for new business is to persuade the audience to hire CBRE as their representative to buy or lease
commercial real estate on their behalf. The primary purpose of the memorandum is to persuade
the audience to purchase the building being described. Even though the audience and purpose of
these types of documents varies from the standard and custom reports, the conventions of
proposals and pitch materials in commercial real estate including much of the same information
in similar formats to the custom reports. Requesting the marketing materials was also to ensure
there would be enough document samples available to analyze. However, only nine documents
in total were submitted. They came from Seattle, San Diego, Panama City, and Caracas. While
the request for sample documents specifically noted a request for proposals for new business or
offering memorandums for the sale of a building, the majority of the samples provided were
flyers. Proposals and offering memorandums generally contain a large amount of research
information, including data displays and tables. Having similar content in the form of data
displays and tables would make comparing the marketing samples to the standard reports and
custom reports possible. After reviewing the variety of marketing sample documents, it was
determined that the available samples were not similar enough to each other and the report
samples to do a comparative and comprehensive analysis. Additionally, with less than 30 percent
of the markets willing to provide this type of sample document, it was determined that not
enough samples were available to do an analysis of this type of document.
In total 48 sample documents were submitted for the project from eight countries. Five
sample documents were excluded because they were created as presentations to be viewed on a
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screen. One document was excluded because it was a corporate template for a proposal which
was not filled in or customized for a client. Samples from one U.S. market, Nashville, were
excluded after evaluating how many Spanish and Latin American markets were able to provide
samples. Having too large a sample from the U.S. might make it more difficult to compare to the
smaller samples in other countries.
After reviewing the sample documents it was decided that a minimum of one standard
report would be analyzed from each market. If available, the second sample document analyzed
would be a custom report. Peru and Panama both had their only custom report samples excluded
from the study because they were designed to be projected as presentations. A second standard
report was used for those two countries. Venezuela did not submit a custom report for the study
and only provided a marketing sample as the second sample document. No other report was
available for analysis for this market. It was decided to keep Venezuela in the study even though
all the other countries had a minimum of two documents to be analyzed because of the
importance Venezuela plays in the Latin American political and economic structure.
After all exclusions and reviews of the samples, 22 documents were analyzed as part of
the study. Table 5 lists the contributing countries, document titles, document category, product
type, document length, and page orientation.
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Table 5 - Sample Document Descriptions
City

Document Title

Report Type

Product Type

Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Seattle

Industrial MarketView 4Q10
Port Activity Autumn 2007
Seattle Office MarketView
3Q2010
Puget Sound Life Sciences
Market Report
San Diego Retail MarketView
3Q2010
San Diego Medical Office
Building Report 2Q10
Madrid 3Q10 Office Snapshot
Barcelona October 2010 Office
Snapshot
Panorama de Mercado Mercados
Regionales

Standard
Custom
Standard

Industrial
Industrial
Office

Custom

Office

7

Portrait

Standard

Retail

4

Portrait

Custom

Office

2

Portrait

Standard
Standard

Office
Office

1
1

Portrait
Portrait

Custom

10

Portrait

Lima Industrial MarketView
3Q2010
Lima Office MarketView
3Q2010
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Sao Paulo Office MarketView
3Q2010
Santiago Office MarketView

Standard

Office,
industrial and
retail
Industrial

4

Portrait

Standard

Office

4

Portrait

Custom
Standard

Office
Office

1
4

Landscape
Portrait

Standard

Office

4

Portrait

Mercado de Oficinas Clase A en
Santiago Centro
Panama City Industrial
MarketView 3Q2010
Panama City Residential
MarketView 3Q2010
Caracas Office MarketView
3Q2010
Guadalajara Office MarketView
3Q10
Mexico City Office MarketView
3Q2010
Mexico Overview Office and
Industrial 3Q10

Custom

Office

15

Standard

Industrial

4

Portrait

Standard

4

Portrait

Standard

Residential
(Multifamily)
Office

4

Portrait

Standard

Office

4

Portrait

Standard

Office

4

Portrait

Custom

Office,
Industrial

4

Landscape

Seattle
San Diego
San Diego
Madrid
Barcelona
Spain
Regional
Lima
Lima
Rio de Janeiro
Sao Paulo,
Brazil
Santiago,
Chile
Santiago,
Chile
Panama City,
Panama
Panama City,
Panama
Caracas,
Venezuela
Guadalajara,
Mexico
Mexico City,
Mexico
Mexico
Regional
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Document
Length
4
13
4

Page
Orientation
Portrait
Portrait
Portrait

Landscape

Design Analysis Process
Once the sample documents were chosen, application of Kostelnick’s visual design
matrix was used to collect the visual design information from each document. Kostelnick’s
matrix was used to ensure that each document would have a certain amount of consistent data
available for analysis. It was decided to use Kostelnick’s matrix of visual design to catalogue
visual design information from all the documents, focusing on specific details which would help
support or refute the hypotheses in this thesis. The elements visual design collected for thesis use
Kostelnick’s matrix include spatial and graphic elements at the supra and extra levels as well as
cuing and decoding devices.
Kostelnick’s Matrix of Visual Communication
Kostelnick’s matrix of visual communication was chosen as a framework to analyze the
sample documents. The matrix covers the smallest to the largest visual design elements which
may be present in a document. Kostelnick’s matrix provides four levels of design across three
categories of visual design elements. After reviewing the original hypotheses for this thesis,
specific visual design elements were chosen to the catalogued. Visual design elements which
were identified to be catalogued include the number of data displays, pictures, drawings, cuing
devices, decoding devices, font sizes, and words.
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Table 6 - Visual Design Elements Catalogued As Part of the Matrix
How many bullet point sets are in the document
How many icons, symbols and logos are in the
entire document

Weight of lines on tables (1/4, ½, ¾, 1)
Style of table: alternating colors, lined, lined with
colors
How many drawings in document

How consistent with company branding is the entire report
How many titles or captions appear above or below images
How many labels are contained in data displays
(Calculation of based on the information in data display
elements below)

Number of columns
Numerical average of margins in document
Number of data displays which have numerical values
How many pictures in document
directly on the data displays (not including legend)
Number of headers and numbers which introduce a section
Numerical spacing between lines
of text
Numerical width of columns
The average font size used for blocks of text.
Word count of the first page main text. Excludes side bar or
Total number of graphs within entire document
text within graphs on that page.
Note on any specific graph style that places emphasis on an
Total number of tables within entire document
aspect of the data display
How many variables are being displayed on a data
How many graph types are used within the document? List
display
of options below.
Numerical average of gutter space between columns How many pages is the document in length
Graph Types
Additional Graph Attributes
Pie
3D
Bar
Percentage of graphs which have secondary axis
Icons and Symbols
(Contributes to how many icons, symbols and logos are
Bar/Line
in the entire document)
Stacked bar
Textual company logo
Line
Cropped C graphic logo
Stacked bar/line
Symbols and icons outside of drawings and pictures
Data display label elements
(Contributes to how many labels are contained in data displays)
Legend present (for pie graphs - labels attached to pie
Source label
pieces)
values for y-axis
Current time period value in legend
label for y-axis
Legend position
values for secondary y-axis
label for secondary y-axis
values for x-axis
label for x-axis
title of chart present
tick marks present
Gridlines (solid or dashed)
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Kostelnick and Roberts note that pictures aid in the development of building trust and
confidence in a document by providing clarity and a tone which would promote ethos (347).
Building ethos is significant to the purpose of document which the primary purpose is to inform
and persuade. The significance of photos in documents led to collecting information on the
frequency of icons, symbols, logos, pictures, and drawings. CB Richard Ellis has two types of
logos associated with its brand, a textual graphic logo and a purely graphic logo which resembles
a cropped letter C. The number of times these logos were used combined with the number of
other icons or symbols outside of drawings and pictures were catalogued.
The frequency of data displays, data display types, and tables were counted in each
report. Kostelnick and Roberts comment that not all data displays are the same and that some
make comparing data more difficult than others. The potential that some data displays make
comparing data difficult is why noting that what type of graph was used was important. While a
report might be providing a lot of data in the form of graphs, the report might be providing data
displays that make processing that data easy.
Table line weights, table design, titles, captions, data display labeling and style are all
cuing devices which are meant to help provide clarity for the reader. As Kostlnick and Roberts
note in their work “Visual Design Language,” clarity is an essential component to effective
graphs (290). The use of more cuing devices is also a possible indicator of a design preference of
uncertainty avoidance cultures. The table line weights and design took into account the basic
elements of a table and whether there were colors and lines used in the tables. The presence of
captions and titles for images suggests the document creator intended to provide clarity to what
the image is. Data display labeling involved every element contained in the subsection of Table 6
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heading “Data display label elements.” Data display labeling cataloged all types of labels and
visual guides that can be used in data displays to provide clarity to the data. Some of the
elements might also by considered stylistic choices, such as the use of gridlines or tick marks.
They are multifunctional aspects of the data display.
The number of pages, font size, line spacing, margin, column gutter space, column width,
number of columns and word count were collected as a way to determine whether the reports
contained the same amount of information. The standard reports generally are four pages in
length, but custom reports do not have a predefined page length. Additionally, some markets
chose to shorten the length of the standard report. Even if the standard reports are four pages in
length, it does not mean that the report contains the same amount of content. The font size, line
spacing, margins, and column gutter space were all analyzed together as an indicator of how
much content versus white space the report contained.
In addition to the quantitative data collected on the sample documents, qualitative notes
were taken on other notable differences in the style of the reports, graph and the general feel of
the document. The additional qualitative notes were taken as part of a second pass through the
documents since all the documents at this point had been seen and analyzed once thus allowing
the qualitative notes to point to more significant differences between the reports. These notes
included areas where additional visual emphasis placed, such as in data displays.
The summarized list of matrix elements were sorted by the Kostelnick matrix number
they were associated with. Table 7 shows the how the study elements collected during analysis
fit within Kostelnick’s matrix and which hypothesis the elements are anticipated to be indicators
for. Combining the matrix quantitative elements with the qualitative notes taken for each set of
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cultures (U.S., Spain and Latin America) began the process of comparing visual design
preferences of different cultures.
The data collected from the U.S., Spain, and Latin America was analyzed, and the
cultures were compared to one another. In the case of the quantitative data, the numerical values
were examined to see if Latin American and Spanish scores were higher than the U.S. numbers.
The qualitative notes were used to assess reasons why the numbers might not have supported the
hypothesis. The qualitative information was also used to provide additional support to the
hypothesis in the cases when Latin America and Spain’s numbers contradicted themselves. Each
hypothesis was tested by identifying whether there was a significant difference in the
quantitative and qualitative report analysis from one culture to the other to support the claim.
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Table 7 - Kostelnick Matrix with study element and correlating hypothesis
Study Visual Elements
Catalogued
Font size

Kostelnick’s Matrix

Correlating Hypothesis

1 Intra-Textual level
Micro-level textual form: style,
size, weight, and posture of
letters, numbers, and symbols

Hypothesis 2: Cultures with high power
distances will create documents which
contain less text on a page or will be
shorter in length reflecting a supra level

Line spacing

2 Intra-Spatial level
Local spacing: spacing between
characters, spacing between
words, vertical spacing between
lines

Hypothesis 2: Cultures with high power
distances will create documents which
contain less text on a page or will be
shorter in length reflecting a supra level

Not applicable

3 Intra-Graphic
Marks: punctuation marks,
symbols ($), underscoring, and
other treatments to text

Not applicable

Section headers and numbering
(text sections)

4 Inter-Textual
Serial and segmenting devices:
headings, letters, numbers, or
letters that signal items in a list

H4: Cultures with high uncertainty
avoidance will use an increased level of
alphanumeric/symbols at the extra level
in documents to aid in decoding and
headings (cells 7 and 10) to aid
navigation through a document.

Number of tables

5 Inter-Spatial
Vertical/ horizontal arrangement
of text: line endings, leading,
indentations; text arranged into
lists, tables, organizational charts
6 Inter-Graphic
Cueing devices:
Bullets, icons, line work and
arrows on tables, charts,
diagrams
7 Extra-Textual
Decoding devices:
Legends, captions, labels,
numerical description of data

Format of tables
Line weight on tables

Frequency of bullet point
Frequency of captions
Data display labels
Presence of numbers on data
displays
Number of data displays
Number of numeric variables on
data displays
Types of graphs

8 Extra-Spatial
Configuration of schematic and
pictorial sign systems
Data display: size of plot frame;
space between bars, lined
Pictures: size, viewing angles,
perspective
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H1: Cultures with higher power
distances will include a greater number
of graphics and data displays at the
inter and extra levels as described by
Kostelnick
H4: Cultures with high uncertainty
avoidance will use an increased level of
alphanumeric/symbols at the extra level
in documents to aid in decoding and
headings (cells 7 and 10) to aid
navigation through a document.

Study Visual Elements
Catalogued
Presence and type of data display
emphasis
Number of drawings
Number of pictures

Kostelnick’s Matrix

Correlating Hypothesis

9 Extra-Graphic
Schematics:
line weights or shading on data
displays
details on pictures—line
drawings vs. photographs
use of color for pictures or data
displays

H1: Cultures with higher power
distances will include a greater number
of graphics and data displays at the
inter and extra levels as described by
Kostelnick

10 Supra-Textual
Macro-level serial and
segmenting devices:
Page header and footers
Navigation bars
Major section or chapter
headings or numbers
Tab labels—internal and
external to the page
Titles on the cover
Initial letters signaling the start
of an article or major text
segment
Width of columns
Number of pages
First page word count

11 Supra-Spatial
Cohesion of entire
documentation over several
planes:
Page breaks, size, orientation of
pages, section dividers,
embossing, placement of data
displays

H1: Cultures with higher power
distances will include a greater number
of graphics and data displays at the
inter and extra levels as described by
Kostelnick

Frequency of icons, logos and
symbols
Number of columns
Margins
Consistency of company color
Column gutter space

12 Supra-Graphic
Coding marks unifying pages or
sections of text:
Color or texture of paper, page
borders, pictures or icons placed
behind the text or spread over
the whole document for
cohesion, lines in page headers
or footers

H3: Cultures with high uncertainty
avoidance will create documents which
include more logos and graphics at the
supra level as described by Kostelnick
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS
In this chapter, findings of the visual design analysis done on the sample documents from
the United States, Latin America and Spain are presented. Each document was analyzed using
Kostelnick’s visual design matrix to identify specific visual design elements. These visual design
elements are indicators of a visual design preference of a high or low uncertainty avoidance or
high or low power distance culture.
This chapter will begin with descriptions of the documents and the Kostelnick matrices
the sample documents from Latin America, Spain and the United States. It will then be followed
by an analysis of visual design elements associated with the power distance and uncertainty
avoidance dimensions. Finally an analysis of whether cultural attributes can be used to predict
visual design preferences.

Document Samples from Latin America
Thirteen report samples were examined the study from six Latin American countries.
These countries were Panama, Brazil, Venezuela, Chile, Peru, and Mexico. The sample
documents included the standard and custom report types. The subject of the standard reports
involved either industrial or office buildings, with the exception a Panama City report that
covered multi-family (residential). The purpose of these documents, as described previously, is
to provide an overview of the current status of the office, industrial, or multi-family real estate
markets. The custom reports, of which there were only three out of the thirteen samples from
Latin America available for analysis, ranged from one to eighteen in pages in length. The topics
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of these reports were similar to the standard reports. The Mexican document sample was an 18
page regional report providing information on the status of all the markets in Mexico for both
office and industrial, larger in scope than the standard reports. The Chilean custom report
provided a detailed report on a specific type of office buildings, which is a narrower topic
compared to the standard reports. The only other custom report in the sample documents from
Latin America was from Brazil. It was a one page report on the market in Rio de Janeiro. Unlike
the custom reports from Chile and Mexico, this custom report was much shorter and highlighted
very similar information to what was found in the standard reports.
Table 8 provides a summary analysis of the Latin American reports. The table reflects all
thirteen reports together to provide a picture of the choices made and identify visual design
trends.
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Table 8 -Latin America Overall Document Sample Analysis
Kostelnick’s Matrix
1 Intra-Textual level
Micro-level textual form:

Sample Report Summaries
Average font size 10.87, most reports used Futura. Mexico used
a condensed form of Futura which as “blocky” in feel.

2 Intra-Spatial level
Local spacing:

All reports used standard single spacing except Peru, which
used 1.15 line spacing in one report.

3 Intra-Graphic
Marks:

Not applicable

4 Inter-Textual
Serial and segmenting devices:

Section headers are not common in standard reports and used
infrequently in custom reports. Panama, Venezuela, and Brazil
did not use section headers in any of their reports. On average
3.17 section headings are used across all reports.

5 Inter-Spatial
Vertical/ horizontal arrangement of text:

Average number of tables used in reports is 3.31

6 Inter-Graphic
Cueing devices:

On average bullet points appeared 1.03 times per report
Format of tables consistently used an alternating pattern of
green shading to distinguish lines on a table. Mostly were very
consistent within reports. Exception is Chile’s “Mercado de
Oficina Clase A en Santiago Centro” report which has 3 tables
and 3 different styles
Few of the tables used have line work, with the exception of
Chile, which used solid lines on a couple of the tables
The only icons or symbols used in reports were arrows used to
indicate the trend in statistics from quarter-to-quarter or yearover-year. On average 4.89 icons were used per report.

7 Extra-Textual
Decoding devices:

93% of all pictures and drawings in Latin American reports had
a caption associated with it either above or below the image
Data display generally labeled information clearly, including
titles of charts, values on x- and y- axis, legends for decoding.
Only 13% of the graphs provided a source.
16% of graphs had numerical information labeling points of
data.

8 Extra-Spatial
Configuration of schematic and pictorial sign
systems
Data display

Average number of graphs per report was 6.
Average number of variable displayed on a graph was 2.10 per
graph.
Bar graphs were more common than any other type of graph
with pie graphs almost non-existent. Only 5% of the data
displays used a secondary y-axis.
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Kostelnick’s Matrix
9 Extra-Graphic
Schematics

Sample Report Summaries
Additional emphasis is a handful of the data displays by
changing the color of the current time period data point or
adding dashed lines horizontally to note a significant y-axis
benchmark
2 drawings per report is the average across all the reports. They
are all line maps of the real estate market.

10 Supra-Textual
Macro-level serial and segmenting devices

11 Supra-Spatial
Cohesion of entire documentation over several
planes

The average number of pictures per report is 3.67 across all
reports. The focuses of all the pictures are buildings. Only two
pictures in Santiago’s custom report contained any people, but
they were not the focus on the photo.
All of the standard reports have a standard template with places
for the title of the reports on the top of the first page and on the
side bar throughout the remainder of the report. Only two of the
custom reports have cover pages.
The reports were designed to be printed on paper larger than 8.5
x 11.
3 out of the 13 reports had a landscape orientation
The majority of the reports were designed for a two column
layout with the average width of the columns 3.29, but a handful
used a mixed layout with one page having two column layout
and other pages one column of text.
The average page length of the reports overall was 13 pages,
ranging from 1 page to 18 pages.
Average word count of the first page of the report (or first page
with text if there is a cover page or it begins with aerial estate
market map) is 345.

12 Supra-Graphic
Coding marks unifying pages or sections of
text

The textual company logo appears on an average of 4.58 times
per report. The text logo is commonly placed on every page of
the report. The cropped C logo appears on average of 3.11 times
per report.
Company colors are used in much of the report. When it came to
graphs, there were more variation between graphs and the
company standard colors.
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Document Samples from Spain
In total three reports from Spain were analyzed, two standard reports and a custom report.
These reports are all similar in purpose and audience to the Latin American reports. The topics of
the two standard reports covered the office markets in Barcelona and Madrid. The custom report
covered the entire country of Spain and discussed office, industrial and retail real estate in the
county.
There was a significant difference between the layout and design of the Spanish reports
and the Latin American standard reports. The standard reports were only one page long as
opposed to the typical Latin American report, which was four pages long. Additionally, the
Spanish reports used a single-column layout and no data displays. The custom report contained
both two-column layouts, data displays and was ten pages in length.
Table 9 provides a summary analysis of the Spanish reports. The table is reflects all three
reports together to provide a summary of what the choices made, identify visual design element
trends, and note significant variations to the norm.
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Table 9 – Spain Overall Document Analysis
Kostelnick’s Matrix
1 Intra-Textual level
Micro-level textual form:

Sample Report Summaries
Average font size 10, the choice in font was consistently Futura
with no noticeable variations in font choices or sizes for blocks
of text.

2 Intra-Spatial level
Local spacing:

All reports used standard single spacing.

3 Intra-Graphic
Marks:

Not applicable

4 Inter-Textual
Serial and segmenting devices:

Average number of section headers was 8. That is an average of
2 per page of report.

5 Inter-Spatial
Vertical/ horizontal arrangement of text:

Average number of tables used in reports is 2. Standard reports
used one table each.

6 Inter-Graphic
Cueing devices:

On average bullet points appeared 1.67 times per report. The
standard report used bullet points to signal new paragraph for
the main text.
Table formats were very consistent from report to report and
used the alternating green shading for the rows. Tables in the
custom report contained white lines as well as the green shading
with a weight of approximately ½ pt, which blends slightly with
the shading. Table headers in custom reports are dark green and
stand out.
No icons or symbols were used in the reports, such as the arrow
indicating trends.

7 Extra-Textual
Decoding devices:

100% of all pictures and drawings in Latin American reports
had a caption associated with it either above or below the image
Data displays were all labeled with source information, values
for y-axis, value for x-axis, and title of the chart. None had
descriptive labels for x- and y- axis nor provided a legend for
the graph.
None of the graphs contained numerical data information
directly on the graph.

8 Extra-Spatial
Configuration of schematic and pictorial sign
systems
Data display

Only one report, the custom report, contained any data displays.
In total, 8 graphs were used in the report.
Average number of variable displayed on a graph was 1 per
graph. None of the graphs contained more than one data variable
and none had a secondary y-axis.
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Kostelnick’s Matrix

Sample Report Summaries
All of the graphs were bar graphs; no other type of graph was
used in the report.

9 Extra-Graphic
Schematics

Very little emphasis is placed on the graphs, very light gridlines
are on the graphs, but in some of the graphs they are almost not
noticeable. There are also tick marks between the bar positions.
Two of the bar graphs do not use the x-axis as a benchmark, but
rather have the bars float above to show ranges.
Only one drawing (map) was used in the reports showing the
locations of the offices in Spain in the custom report.

10 Supra-Textual
Macro-level serial and segmenting devices

11 Supra-Spatial
Cohesion of entire documentation over several
planes

Each report used pictures of buildings. None of the pictures
contained people in them. The average number of pictures was 2
per report.
All of the standard reports have a standard template with places
for the title of the reports on the top of the first page and on the
side bar throughout the remainder of the report. The custom
report also used the same layout as the standard reports with the
title of the report at the top first page and side bar replicating the
section headers of that page.
The layouts of the pages in the standard report suggest that they
are intended to be printed on 8.5x11 paper because there I white
space above the header to allow for cropping to American paper
size standards. The custom report does not have this and is
designed to be printed on European standard size paper.
All of the reports have portrait orientation.
The standard reports have a single-column format with the
custom report having a two-column format.
Overall, the average length of the reports together was 4 pages.
The standard reports were both one page long and the custom
report was 10 pages long.
Average word count of the first page of the report 364 words.

12 Supra-Graphic
Coding marks unifying pages or sections of
text

The textual company logo appears on an average of 1.38 times
per report, and does not appear on every page of the custom
report. The cropped C logo appears on average of one time per
report. Additional branding was placed on the front page of the
custom report in the form of the CBRE office locations.
The companies branded colors occur frequently and consistently
in the titles, side bars, section headers and tables. All of the
graphic data displays were not consistent with the company
branded color scheme.
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Document Samples from the United States
The sample documents from the United States came from three cities, Philadelphia,
Seattle, and San Diego. Six reports were analyzed in total. Three of the reports were standard
reports, and three reports were custom reports. The standard reports covered office, industrial
and retail real estate market trends. The custom reports covered three special topics, local seaport
and logistics activity; medical office buildings; and the life sciences market. Like the Latin
American and Spanish reports, the purpose of these documents is to inform the audience on the
commercial real estate market while secondarily persuade the audience to hire CB Richard Ellis
to represent them in transactions. All of the standard reports were four pages long, while the
custom reports ranged in length from two pages to thirteen.
Table 10 provides a summary analysis of the U.S. reports. The table reflects all six
reports together to provide a picture of the choices made and to identify visual design trends.
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Table 10 - United States Overall Document Analysis
Kostelnick’s Matrix
1 Intra-Textual level
Micro-level textual form:

Sample Report Summaries
Average font size 10.42, consistent use of Futura throughout.

2 Intra-Spatial level
Local spacing:

All reports used standard single spacing.

3 Intra-Graphic
Marks:

Not applicable

4 Inter-Textual
Serial and segmenting devices:

Section headers average 4.5 per report. Standard reports do not
commonly have section headers. One report rearranged the
layout from the typical two-column format of left column data
displays right column text to have data displays above blocks of
text. This created the effect of sections within the reports.

5 Inter-Spatial
Vertical/ horizontal arrangement of text:

Average number of tables used in reports is 3.

6 Inter-Graphic
Cueing devices:

On average bullet points appeared .5 times per report
Format of tables consistently used an alternating pattern of
green shading to distinguish lines on a table.
Only one table deviated from this format to have a basic line
table with both vertical and horizontal lines.
The only icons or symbols used in reports were arrows used to
indicate the trend in statistics from quarter-to-quarter or yearover-year. On average 5.33 icons were used per report.

7 Extra-Textual
Decoding devices:

42% of all pictures and drawings had a caption associated with
it either above or below the image
Data display generally labeled information clearly, including
titles of charts, values on x- and y- axis, legends for decoding.
Only 20% of the graphs provided a source. 40% provided
current time period values from the data.
21% of graphs had numerical information labeling points of
data.

8 Extra-Spatial
Configuration of schematic and pictorial sign
systems

Average number of graphs per report was 4.
Average number of variable displayed on a graph was 2.4 per
graph.
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Kostelnick’s Matrix
Data display

Sample Report Summaries
Bar graphs were more common than any other type of graph
with pie graphs almost non-existent. Other types of data
displays used were pie, bar with line on secondary axis, stacked
bar, line. Graphs with secondary axis graphs made up 17% of
the graphs.

9 Extra-Graphic
Schematics

Additional emphasis is a handful of the data displays by
changing lines to have a box or graphic symbol at the data point
location in line graphs. Very little other emphasis was added to
the graphs, with gridlines present 100% of the time and tick
marks between bars 35% of the time.
0.83 drawings per report is the average across all the reports.
They are all line maps of the real estate market.

10 Supra-Textual
Macro-level serial and segmenting devices

11 Supra-Spatial
Cohesion of entire documentation over several
planes

The average number of pictures per report is .5 across all
reports. The only photos included were photos of the city, such
as the Space Needle for the Seattle Life Sciences report, or
images related to the topic, such as test tubes or a cargo ship.
All of the standard reports have a standard template with places
for the title of the reports on the top of the first page and on the
side bar throughout the remainder of the report. Two out of the
three custom reports had a cover.
The reports were all designed to be printed on 8.5x11 paper.
All of the reports had a portrait page orientation
All of the standard reports were designed for a two column
layout with the average width of the columns 2.79. All of the
custom reports used a single column layout.
The average page length of the reports overall was 5.6 pages,
ranging from 4 page to 13 pages.
Average word count of the first page of the report (or first page
with text if there is a cover page or it begins with aerial estate
market map) is 386.

12 Supra-Graphic
Coding marks unifying pages or sections of
text

The textual company logo appears on an average of 2.83 times
per report. The text logo is commonly placed on every page of
the report. The cropped C logo appears on average of 1 time per
report, usually just on the first page.
Company colors are used consistently throughout the reports for
headers, section header text, and other structural elements to the
report. When it came to graphs, the color choices were very
inconsistent with the company color pallet.
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Power Distance
Hofstede’s dimension of power distance refers to the expectations and acceptance of
inequalities between people in cultures. Previous research suggested that high power distance
cultures would produce documents which were highly structured and symmetrical in layout
(Marcus and Gould). It was also suggested that high power distance culture would limit the
access to information by using security barriers in websites (Cook and Finlayson). Increased
levels of security might suggest that public reports would contain less content, to create a barrier
between those with knowledge, and those without. Information is one way a person can retain
knowledge and control how much information, and is provided. The control of information can
also be a demonstration of power. It suggests that some people do not deserve the information.
Cook and Finalyson also noted that experts are given distinction. It is expected that people of
higher social status are given prominence in high power distance cultures. In the case of reports,
author names or company identifiers are placed in highly visible locations to distinguish people
who have the information to share. Callahan also suggested that official seals and logos would be
placed prominently in documents to show credibility and authority.
Previous research on low power distance cultures suggested that visual design
preferences would manifest in different ways. Photos would focus on people of both genders not
in authority more than high power distance cultures (Marcus and Gould; Callahan). Information
structures would not be complex and would provide easier access to information. In a low power
distance culture, limiting access to information might be considered offensive (Cook and
Finlayson). Providing access to more information on sites suggest that reports from low power
distance cultures would be longer with more content.
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Hypothesis 1
Cultures with higher power distances will include a greater number of graphics and data displays
at the inter and extra levels as described by Kostelnick (cells 6 and 9).

The sample documents from the high power distance cultures in this study did not
consistently use more data displays in their reports. The Latin American reports, on average,
contained 6 graphs per report while Spain had only 2.67 graphs per report. The limited number
of pages in the Spanish reports might be a contributing factor to the difference between Latin
American and Spanish reports. Neither of the Spanish standard reports contained graphs. The
custom report produced by Spain, “Panorama de Mercado: Mercados Regionales” contained
eight graphs in the ten-page report. This number of graphs is on par with other longer reports in
Latin America which had as many as fifteen graphs in the custom report from Mexico.
The U.S. reports averaged four graphs per report, below the average for the Latin
American reports. The average is below the number of data displays used by the Latin American
cultures but above the average number of data displays used by Spain. Unlike the Spanish
standard reports, the U.S. standard reports all used data displays. However, one custom report
from Seattle did not contain any data displays.
Icons, symbols, and logos were not used more frequently in the reports created in high
power distance cultures than they were in the reports created in low power distance cultures. The
Latin American reports used an average of 11.53 while the Spanish reports used an average of
2.3. The most noticeable difference in the usage of symbols in Spain was the lack of using arrow
indicators to show trends in the statistics, which was used by every country examined in this
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study except Spain. No discernable explanation exists for the lack of symbol usage in Spain
while symbols are widely used in other high power distance cultures. The number of the
company logos used in reports was below what was expected in Spain. While company logos
help to establish credibility to a report, they do not necessarily provide information on a specific
person within a company is the source of the report. Spain’s custom report did have a list of the
offices and contact information on the front page on the left hand sidebar. The Spanish custom
report was the only report in the study to provide this information. The placement of contact
information on the front cover lends credibility to the report since the report covered many
markets in Spain.
The U.S. reports used an average of 9.17 icons, logos and symbols per report. This
number of occurrences per report is below the Latin American number and well above the
Spanish number. The use of symbols was higher in the U.S. reports than Latin America reports
(no symbols were used in Spanish reports). The only symbols used in the U.S. or Latin American
report were arrows showing the trends for some of the key market statistics.
It is inconclusive whether tables are used in high power distance cultures since Latin
American reports used them more frequently, but Spain did not use them as much as the United
States. Latin American reports used tables to display information 3.31 per report. Spain used, on
average, tables two times per report. In the ten-page custom report done by Spain, only four
tables are used in the report. While the initial theory was that any type of display of information
might be indicative of a high power distance culture, presenting so much detailed information
seems less favorable than hiding data behind bar or line graphs.
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The usage of drawings in reports for high power distance cultures also was not fully
supported. Latin American reports on average contained one drawing while the Spanish reports
contained .33 drawings per report. All of the drawings in the reports were line drawing maps of
the areas, designating specific sections of the cities or countries called submarkets. The
exception to all line drawings being maps of the submarkets was the only drawing used by Spain
in a report. The drawing was a map, but rather than show the location of the markets, it
pinpointed the locations of the CBRE offices in Spain. The usage of a map to designate locations
of the company does support the previous research on high power distance cultures using visual
design to promote expertise. The drawing appears in the same report that contains the list of the
offices and contact information on the front page. These two layout choices are manifestations of
high power distance cultures demonstrating their authority, prominence and power in their
country.
Reports in the United States used, on average, .83 drawings per reports, lower than Latin
America but still higher than Spain. The drawings in the U.S. reports, like the Latin American
reports, were consistently line drawn maps designating submarkets.
The usage of pictures by high power distance cultures supports the hypothesis. Both Latin
America and Spain consistently used more pictures in their reports than the United States. Latin
America used images 1.86 pictures per report on average. Spain’s reports included two pictures
per report, higher than the average for Latin America. The images were all of buildings,
assumingly in the local market, mostly without people in them. The few pictures where people
were in the shot, they were small and not the focus of the pictures.
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The United States used only .5 pictures per reports, noticeably lower than the Spanish and
Latin American usage of photos. The few pictures used were in custom reports and were only
minimally related to the text. For instance, the cover of the “Increasing Port Activity” report
from Philadelphia had an image on the cover of a cargo ship. While the picture is related to the
topic of the report, there are no pictures within the document directly referencing the specific
image on the cover.
The comparison of the high power distance and low power distance cultures in their
usage of pictures and drawings alone could support for the assertion that high power distance
cultures use data displays and graphics as described in Kostelnick’s inter and extra levels.
However, inconsistent information from Spain compared to the Latin American countries
together on table, graphs, symbols and data displays makes the support for the hypothesis weak.
The manifestations of other visual design preferences associated with high power distance
cultures, such as the prominent placement of contact and company location information over
using the company logos, suggests that the specific hypothesis can not be supported with the
Spanish sample data, but may still have merit.

Hypothesis 2
Cultures with high power distances will create documents which contain less text on a page or
will be shorter in length reflecting the supra level. (Indicators of this might be larger font size,
Kostelnick cell 1, or spacing between lines, Kostelnick cell 2).
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The page length of Latin American and Spanish documents supports the hypothesis that
the documents would be shorter than documents created by low power distance cultures. On
average, Latin American reports were 5.5 pages long. Spain’s sample documents averaged four
pages long. Spain’s standard reports are one page long. The length of the Spanish standard report
is short compared to the typical standard report from other countries, which is typically four
pages. Only one of Latin American’s sample documents was also one page long, Rio de
Janeiro’s custom report. The remainder of the samples were four pages or longer. The United
States’ average page length was only slightly longer than Latin America’s at 5.7. As noted
previously, none of the sample documents from the United States were shorter than four pages
long.
The word count of the first page for the Latin American and Spanish reports does support
the hypothesis that the documents contain less content than low power distance cultures. Latin
American countries average word count for the first page was 345. Spain’s first page average
word count was 362. The United States’ average first page word count was lower than Spain and
Latin America’s first page word count at 387.
Font size can contribute to how much text can fit onto a page. Smaller fonts mean more
words will fit into the same space if the reports are using consistent fonts. The majority of the
reports used Futura or a variation on it. The Latin American average font size was 10.87 while
Spain’s average font size was ten. The U.S. average font size was 10.42. Spain’s font size was
smaller than Latin America and the United States. The reports from Spain must contain more
white space compared to the U.S. and Latin American countries because the Spanish reports
have lower word counts and fewer data displays. It is worth noting that Spain’s font size of ten
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was very consistent from report to report, showing attention to detail and control across
documents.
There was no difference in line spacing in the sample reports between high power
distance and low power distance cultures. Peru’s reports used a slightly larger line spacing at
1.15, but the space was not significantly larger. Larger line spacing leaves less room on a page
for text and could have been an indicator of less content on a page.
The margin settings used in the documents did not support the hypothesis that high power
distance cultures would create reports with less content. Latin American reports had margins
which average 0.5 inches. Many of the Latin American reports, such as reports from Mexico and
Venezuela, kept bottom and top margin spacing consistent with other reports, but used very
narrow margins on the left and right sides of the page. Spain, on the other hand, had margins that
averaged 0.79 inches and had more consistent margins around the page.
In comparison, the United States averaged a 0.72 inch margin in the documents. The
margin spaces were consistent around standard reports. Wider margins and more white space
around the edges of the page were noticeable in custom reports. The wider margins were
believed to be an indicator of less content because the large the margins the less space inside the
page to use for content. However, additional white space in other areas of the page can contribute
to the use of less content. These additional areas of white space are not as easy to measure
consistently from report to report.
There was support for the hypothesis that high power distance cultures would provide
less content in their reports through shorter page reports, fewer words, and smaller font sizes.
The lack of consistent support from margins and line spacing alone is not an indicator that this
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hypothesis is not true. The usage of templates can contribute to the line spacing being consistent
across all of the data samples. The margin widths alone are not enough of an indicator that the
hypothesis is not correct.

Uncertainty Avoidance
The cultural dimension uncertainty avoidance is described by Hofstede as a culture’s
response to situations where the outcome is unknown. High uncertainty avoidance cultures tend
to stay away from situations where they can not predict the outcome. Low uncertainty avoidance
cultures are more willing to accept situations as they come and are willing to take risks, even
when they don’t have all the facts or know all the possible outcomes.
Previous research suggested that low uncertainty avoidance cultures would use simple
and clear metaphors in graphics (Marcus and Gould). Additionally, in interactive documents, the
navigation would be clear, simple and provide limited choices (Marcus and Gould, Cook and
Finlayson). Simple and clear navigation might manifest itself in reports as table of contents,
simple layouts, section headers, and other page unifiers which help guide the reader in longer
documents.

Hypothesis 3
Cultures with high uncertainty avoidance will create documents which include more logos and
graphics at the supra level as described by Kostelnick (cell 12).
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The usage of logos representing the company only partially supports this hypothesis.
Latin American reports used the textual company logo 4.58 times per report while Spanish
reports used it only 1.33 times per report. The Latin American reports consistently used the logo
on the majority of the pages in reports. However, the Spanish custom report, the only sample
from Spain longer than one page, did not place the textual logo on every page. A similar finding
was made with the usage of the company cropped C logo. The Latin American samples used this
logo on average 3.11 times per report. Spain used the cropped C logo only once per report. In
comparison, the United States used the textual company logo only 2.83 times per report, lower in
frequency than the Latin American report samples but still higher than Spain. A similar result
was found in the cropped C logo, which the U.S. reports used only once per report. The single
occurrence of the cropped C logo in U.S. reports is the same as Spain, but is a low number of
occurrences than the Latin American reports.
Bullet points, a graphic cuing device, were consistently used more in high uncertainty
avoidance cultures than low uncertainty avoidance cultures. The Latin American reports used
bullet points 1.03 times per report on average. Spanish reports used bullet points on average 1.67
times per report. Spanish reports used bullet points as an indicator of new paragraphs in the
standard reports, the only country to use bullet points in this way. The additional visual cue
supports the assumption that high uncertainty avoidance cultures prefer having additional
graphic cues to guide readers through a document. The U.S. reports used bullet points 0.5 times
per report. They were commonly used in the standard reports, particularly in the “Hot Topics”
section of the side bar. The usage of bullet points in U.S. reports is similar to the Latin American
reports, which used the bullet points in a similar section on the side bar as well as in other places.
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However, the custom reports from the U.S. do not use bullet points. The lack of bullet points in
U.S. custom reports lends support to the theory that designers in low uncertainty avoidance
cultures do not feel the need to guide readers as much as designers in high uncertainty avoidance
culture designers do.
The use of consistent colors provides additional support to the hypothesis. While the
company provides a template to use for the production of the reports, customization of the
reports is expected. How much the designs adhere to the company color pallet serves as an
additional indicator of the preferences of uncertainty avoidance cultures. The most noticeable
place that designers customized the color choices was in data displays. In the Latin American
reports twelve percent of the data displays used the CBRE color pallet consistently through the
reports. Latin America’s use of consistent color is much lower than the Spanish report samples,
which used the color scheme in 67 percent of the data displays. The consistency in Spain might
be because the number of sample documents was smaller than the other countries. The U.S.
documents were the least consistent in the usage of the CBRE color pallet with only six percent
of the reports using consistent colors.
Overall, the use of colors and bullet points do support the hypothesis, but inconsistent
results from the use of logos do not make it conclusive that the hypothesis was proven correct.
Other branding and prominent placement of contact information, which was not explicitly being
examined through this hypothesis likely served the purpose of the company logos by these high
uncertainty avoidance countries with low logo usage.
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Hypothesis 4
Cultures with high uncertainty avoidance will use an increased level of alphanumeric/symbols at
the extra level in documents to aid in decoding and headings (cells 7 and 10) to aid navigation
through a document.

The use of section headers by high uncertainty avoidance cultures was inconsistent. Latin
American reports used section headers 3.17 times per report on average. Three countries did not
use section headers at all, Brazil, Venezuela, and Panama. Venezuela and Panama’s sample
documents were standard reports with only four pages each. Brazil contributed one sample
custom report, which was one page long. Without these three countries, the average usage of
section headers would be 6.33 based on the three other countries which contributed samples.
Spanish reports used section headers 8 times per report on average. Both the custom and standard
reports included section headers, which no other country consistently did. Additionally, the
Spanish report used the borders of the reports as section headers, noting the different cities the
pages were commenting on. The United States reports used an average of 4.5 section headers per
report on average, higher than the Latin American reports. The lower average for Latin American
reports might be attributed to the number of pages of the Latin American reports being lower
than the U.S. reports, thus finding the section headers unnecessary.
The frequent usage of captions by high uncertainty avoidance cultures strongly supports
the hypothesis. Latin American countries used captions for 93 percent of the drawings or pictures
in the study. Latin America’s usage of captions is consistent with Spain, which used captions for
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100 percent of the drawings or pictures in the samples from that country. Spain’s usage of
captions is well above the usage of captions by the United States. 42 percent of drawings and
pictures had captions in U.S. reports.
The number of decoding devices and labels available to document creators is very high. It
was anticipated that elements such as labeling y-axis and providing source information would be
consistently used more in high uncertainty avoidance cultures. However, no correlation was
found in the frequency of the thirteen elements identified in this study to any culture. On the
contrary, Spanish reports used a fewer number of data display decoding and labeling options
than any other country with six types used. Those six types were consistently used in every
graph. Surprisingly, they did not include some of the common conventions used in data display
design, such as providing legends. Some of the Spanish graphs demonstrated ranges for the
values by having the bars hang above the benchmark line at the x-axis. Using ranges makes
identifying the values and comparing their size across the graphs very difficult. Latin America
and the United States both used all of the data display decoding devices examined in the study.
Overall the use of data display decoding and labeling does not support the hypothesis.
Three noticeable trends in the usage of data displays where the choice of graph type, the
frequency of secondary y-axis, and the number of data variables used in graphs. Secondary yaxis graphs are commonly used with bar and line graphs or a combination of the two. The Latin
American countries used secondary y-axis graphs only in five percent of all the graphs in their
sample documents. Spain did not use secondary y-axis for any graph. United States reports used
secondary axis reports in seventeen percent of the graphs. The use of secondary y-axis reduces
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the clarity of the graph. Complex graphs would be something that an uncertainty avoidance
culture would avoid, which is supported by the sample reports.
The type of data display graphs chosen by the high uncertainty avoidance cultures
demonstrates a choice toward simple graph types over graphs which are more complex. The
majority of the Latin American data displays were bar graphs at 53 percent. Second most popular
graph type was line graphs at fourteen percent. Latin American data display varieties also
included pie at one percent, bar with line fourteen percent, stacked bar nine percent, and stacked
bar with line at eight percent. The variety is wide in Latin American reports in comparison to the
Spanish reports which were 100 percent bar graphs. American reports favored bar graphs at 60
percent, bar with line at 17.4 percent, pie graphs at thirteen percent, line graphs at 4.3 percent,
and stacked bar at 4.3 percent.
The final data display trend noted in the study was the number of variables used in data
displays. Simply put, the variables in a data display would be the number of different bars that
might appear in any one time period or separate trend lines on a graph. Latin America, on
average, had 2.1 variables per data display in the sample reports. Spain used only one variable
per data display. Both Latin America and Spain’s average number of variables per graph are
lower than the United States’ average of 2.4. The low number of variables on the high
uncertainty avoidance culture data displays suggests a preference for clarity.
The combination of the different decoding and labeling details used in the sample report
did not unilaterally support the hypothesis that high uncertainty avoidance cultures would use
decoding and navigation devices more frequently in documents. The labeling and the majority of
the decoding mechanisms for data displays showed no trend and can not support the hypothesis.
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Inconsistent data on section headers does only partially supports the hypothesis. The lack of use
of section headers in Latin American reports might be explained by the shortness of the reports
making them unnecessary and the limited number of custom report samples. The average of
section headers in report samples Latin America which were longer than one page was higher
than the U.S. average. The lack of custom reports in the Latin America could explain the
differences in the results. However, the use of captions, secondary y-axis in displays, graph types
and number of variables contained on the display all support the hypothesis. Repetition of the
study with a wider range of document samples with similar data display content is necessary to
draw a conclusion on the hypothesis.

Cultural Similarities
Using a cultural framework, such as Hofstede’s dimensions of culture, requires assuming
that cultures with similar attributes will have similar preferences and responses to documents. To
explore whether this is true, the following hypothesis was developed to test the assumption.
Hypothesis 5
H5: Cultures with similar cultural attributes will demonstrate similar visual design preferences.
Comparing the visual design elements used in Latin American countries and Spain with
each other, there are some elements which do show a significant trend to support the hypothesis.
However, there are several visual design elements which are inconsistently used by similar
cultures or show no relationship to cultures.
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Of the nineteen visual design elements discussed in the power distance and uncertainty
avoidance sections of this thesis, 57.8 percent, or eleven of the variables, showed consistent
usage of the visual design elements by both Spain and Latin American countries. These variables
include number of variables used in data displays, graph types, secondary y-axis use, captions,
color consistency, word count. The number of pages pictures, and drawings also showed
consistency across the countries.
Eight of the visual design elements analyzed in this study showed inconsistent or
inconclusive information from Spain and Latin American countries. The number of inconsistent
or inclusive visual design elements is 42.1 of the visual design elements discussed in this study.
These elements include frequency of icons and symbols, number of data displays, one or two
column usage, frequency of logos, and section headers.
The number of consistent visual design elements was higher than the number of
inconsistent variables. Based on this analysis of the data, there is evidence to support the
hypothesis. A correlation of close to 60 percent of the visual design elements consistently used in
the reports is enough to say that there are elements which preferred by cultures consistently.
However, in the comparisons with the United States, Spain many times did not support
the hypothesis while the Latin American countries’ average did support the hypothesis. If the
study was to be repeated with each country compared individually against the United States
alone, some Latin American countries may not support the hypothesis proposed. Several reasons
for this might exist. One of the most compelling reasons is the sample size and type of
documents examined in this study. While efforts were made to obtain as many documents as
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possible from Spain and Latin America, the reality is that the samples provided were more
limited than what was provided by the U.S. participants.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION AND PRACTICAL APPLICATION

The implications of the findings presented in Chapter Four have the potential to affect
technical communication and the efforts of international technical communicators. This chapter
discusses the findings of Chapter Four and its relevance to technical communication.
The findings of the study showed that one of the hypotheses, hypothesis four, was fully
supported, the remaining four were only partially supported by the analysis. Inconsistency
between Spanish and Latin American reports meant hypotheses could be only partially
supported.
Hypothesis One, cultures with high power distances will include a greater number of
graphics and data displays at the inter and extra levels as described by Kostelnick, was only
partial supported. This hypothesis was proposed based on the theory that high power distance
cultures would use graphics and data displays as a means of limiting the amount of specific hard
data available to the audience. In essence, limiting the use of graphics and data displays would
keep those producing the reports in control. They would have more information than the
audience. With the hypothesis being only partially supported, however, the theory that high
power distance cultures would limit the amount of detailed data and information to an audience
might not be an accurate theory. The use of pictures was consistent with the hypothesis for high
power distance cultures. Pictures, as Kostelnick and Roberts note, can serve many purposes,
depending on the rhetorical situation they are used in (313). The use of pictures in the reports
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from Latin America and Spain served several functions. The images were mainly pictures of
buildings without people. The use of pictures with buildings in them is not surprising since the
subjects of the reports are the leasing and sales of buildings. The lack of pictures with people in
them is also not surprising and supports the previous research done by Marcus and Gould and
Callahan. The few pictures used in U.S. reports were more abstract compared to the Latin
American and Spain. The pictures used in the U.S. did not focus on buildings or people. Rather,
the images in U.S. reports were only related to the topic of the report and not the subject of the
report. For instance, the cover of one custom report includes the image of a cargo ship. The topic
of the paper is increasing port activity and the effects on the industrial market in Philadelphia.
While the image of the cargo ship is related to the subject of the report, this specific ship is not
the subject of the report. The report did not contain images of industrial buildings. Overall, few
images of actual buildings, the subject of the reports, were actually used.
Hypothesis Two was fully supported by the analysis conducted on the sample documents.
The hypothesis speculated that high power distance cultures would create documents shorter in
length and containing less text on a page. This hypothesis was developed based on the idea that
high power distance cultures prefer to control the amount of information given out. The length of
the reports and word counts show that less content was included in the Latin American and
Spanish reports compared to the U.S. reports. Elements that did not support this finding were the
font size, margins and use of one- or two-column formats. Combined these visual design
elements can serve as indicators to the overall amount of information contained in the layout. It
is interesting to note that Spain used single-column format for two of the three sample
documents. Spain’s single-column layout preference contradicts the previous research which
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found that high power distance cultures prefer to use symmetrical layouts. Latin American
samples did show a much stronger preference for a two-column format over Spain and the U.S.
samples.
Hypothesis Three was only partially supported due to contradictions between documents
from Latin America and Spain. The hypothesis predicted that high uncertainty avoidance
cultures would create documents with more logos and symbols. Latin America’s documents
consistently showed an overall use of more bullet points, company logos, company brand colors,
and symbols more logos and symbols than the U.S. documents. However, Spain did not support
the hypothesis by using a low number of these visual design elements in the sample documents.
Additionally, Latin America documents did not use sections headers as frequently as Spanish
documents did. Spanish documents used more section headers than the U.S. documents. These
contradictions may have roots in the sample documents. Several of the Latin American countries
did not provide custom report samples and only provided standard reports. These reports are
shorter and do not generally include section headers. The only country to include section headers
in its sample standard reports was Spain, which also used a single-column format not found in
any other standard report sample. These variations in the layout and usage of the standard report
template suggests that the Latin American standard reports follow the corporate template more in
the use of section headers, while Spain has customized the standard report more. If the countries
which did not supply a custom report sample were excluded from the Latin American analysis,
the average number of section headers would be well above the U.S. average number of section
headers used. Replication of the study with a wider use of sample documents might conclusively
show that section headers are favored more in high power distance cultures.
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Hypothesis Four was only partially supported. The theory being tested in hypothesis four
was that high uncertainty avoidance cultures would use more navigation and decoding devices.
The analysis included section header, which were not consistently used across all high power
distance cultures. Decoding devices used in data displays, for the most part, did not show any
differences between cultures. The few elements that did show differences between cultures
included the use of secondary y-axis and the number of data variables included in graphs. High
power distance cultures did not use secondary y-axis on bar or line graphs very often. In the case
of Spain, Peru, Mexico, and Venezuela, none of their sample reports contained data displays with
a secondary y-axis. Also, the high uncertainty avoidance cultures consistently used fewer
variables in the data displays than low uncertainty avoidance culture. These two findings indicate
that when high uncertainty avoidance cultures use data displays, they prefer uncluttered simple
displays which provide only one data variable at a time. The preference for simple data display
design would reduce the chance of misinterpretation or confusion when interpreting the data
display. Simple data display design might also be an indicator of how a high power distance
culture might control the amount of information provided. As discussed previously, the Latin
American countries had a higher number of data displays used in sample reports than the United
States. While they are using more data displays, Latin American reports provide less data on
those displays than the U.S. reports did. Further research on a high uncertainty avoidance culture
which is also a low power distance culture, such as Austria, might be able to help establish a
correlation.
Hypothesis Five was only partially supported. The theory that countries with similar
cultural attributes would have similar visual design preferences was supported by trends in the
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use of visual design elements in some Latin American countries. Additionally, Spain’s sample
documents often showed differences to the in Latin American reports. There are various reasons
why there were difference between Spain and Latin America might have occurred. The sample
size for this study was small. As noted in Chapter Four, two of Spain’s documents were only one
page long while the third sample was eight pages long. The length of the sample standard reports
provides a smaller amount of content to compare against the other Latin American countries.
Another explanation for the difference in visual design preference among countries is the
geography factor. While Spain and the Latin American countries share similar cultural attributes
and operate in a global business environment, they are not in geographic proximity to each other.
Since the analysis showed that there were more visual design preferences within the Latin
American countries than to Spain, it is likely that these countries are share similar education
about visual design. Spain’s location within Europe places it in a position of being influenced by
the European education system and business systems. Additional research into the visual design
preferences within a continent, such as Europe, applying Hosftede’s cultural dimensions might
provide additional insight into this possibility.

Implications for Technical Communicators
The results of this study have many implications for the field of technical
communication. This study provides further evidence to technical communicators that audience
analysis, especially when the intended audience is outside of their own culture, is essential to
creating the most effective documents possible. When the intended audience is outside of the
technical communicator’s own culture, the only way to develop a true audience analysis is
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through study of that culture. Developing an understanding of a culture is not a quick process; it
takes years of study to fully understand another culture.
The process of learning about another culture in an effort to develop effective documents
can be done through several methods. Studying and using a cultural theory, such as Geert
Hostede’s cultural dimensions or Edward Hall’s theory on high-context and low-context cultures,
provides a framework and vocabulary to understand different cultures. Additionally, studying
documents from other cultures is an essential part of the learning process. Reviewing what
choices technical communicators make for their audience provides insight into what technical
communicators in a different country thought would reach their own audience most effectively.
Another approach for technical communicators working in multinational companies might be to
survey existing clients on what visual design features in a document they prefer. This approach,
as opposed to the technical communicator’s preference, provides insight into how an audience
would like to be addressed.

Implications For Document Design
The findings of this research have significant implications for document design.
Understanding an audience’s preferences for visual design is essential to creating effective
documents. This study aids in that understanding by providing an insight to the design
preferences in other cultures.
This study also continues the discussion Kostelnick and Roberts began on visual design
language. Usage of the matrix through this research found that the matrix is a useful tool for
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doing comparison of documents. The consistent usage of visual design language in this
framework also provides a way for this study to be reproduced.
The elements of visual design discussed in this thesis are significant elements of design
which need to be discussed as documents are being produced. Understanding the usage of data
displays, colors, decoding devices, and document navigation by different cultures can help to
make a technical communicator more aware of the design choices they make.

Limitations of Research And Further Research

There are many limitations to the study done in this thesis. The hope is that this thesis
will serve as inspiration and a starting place to further research into cultural attributes and visual
design preference. This section outlines both the limitations of the study and further research
which can be done.
The number of documents contributed by Latin American countries and Spain were both
limited due to the capabilities of the local CBRE offices to provide the samples. The limited
number of submissions led to only two samples being examined from the Latin American
countries and three samples being examined from Spain. The some of the results from Spain
documents were inconclusive and contradictory and can be rooted to the limited number of
samples available to examine from this country. Examining additional sample documents using
the same methodology might yield an explanation or provide additional data to contradict it.
Additionally, the choice of reports as sample documents serves to limit the study. This study was
done using report samples because all previously cited work had been done using websites as
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samples. The limited number of sample documents and types of documents used in the study are
limitations that can easily be addressed with replication of the study.
The choice of countries in the study limits the findings. The choice to use the specific
Latin American countries in this study was dictated by where CBRE had offices. Duplication of
this study should be done with other Latin American countries to add in the understanding of this
area of the world. Additional insight into the visual design preferences of high uncertainty
avoidance and high power distance cultures requires that all cultures on the high end of the
dimension should be used in any replication of the study.
Only two of the six cultural dimensions Hofstede has identified were examined in this
study. Examination of sample documents from the other cultural dimensions not examined in this
thesis would help to answer the question of whether cultures with similar attributes have similar
visual design preferences. To create effective documentation for all the different cultures that
might be an audience, further study of different cultures and their visual design preference is
necessary.
This thesis should serve as a basis for further research and discussion in the field of
international technical communication and visual design. The methodology and theories might
be also duplicated and relevant to an online environment.
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